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Abstract Two great underthrusting earthquakes that occurred along the coast of
Peru in 2001 and 2007 involve spatiotemporal slip distributions that differ from
the predominantly unilateral or bilateral rupture expansion of many great events.
Commonly used finite-source rupture model parameterizations, with specified rupture
velocity and/or short duration of slip at each grid point applied to the seismic data for
these two events, lead to incorrect slip-distributions or inaccurate estimation of rupture
velocities as a result of intrinsic kinematic constraints imposed on the model slip dis-
tributions. Guided by large aperture array back projections of teleseismic broadband
P-wave signals that image slip locations without imposing a priori kinematic con-
straints on the rupture process, we exploit the availability of large global broadband
body and surface wave data sets to consider the effects of varying the kinematic con-
straints in teleseismic finite-source waveform inversions. By allowing longer than
usual rupture durations at each point on the fault using a flexible subfault source-time
function parameterization, we find that the anomalous attributes of the 2001 and 2007
Peru earthquake ruptures are readily recognized and accounted for by compound rup-
ture models. The great 23 June 2001 (Mw 8:4) earthquake involved an initial modest-
size event that appears to have triggered a much larger secondary event about 120 km
away that developed an overall slip distribution with significant slip located back
along the megathrust in the vicinity of the initial rupture. The great 15 August 2007
(Mw 8:0) earthquake was also a composite event, with a modest size initial rupture
followed by a 60-sec delayed larger rupture that initiated ∼50–60 km away and spread
up-dip and bilaterally. When back projections indicate greater rupture complexity than
captured in a simple slip-pulse-type rupture model, one should allow for possible
long-subfault slip-duration or composite triggered sequences, and not overly constrain
the earthquake slip distribution.

Online Material: Figures of waveform fits and animations of back projections,
accumulating slip, and moment-rate history.

Introduction

Seismological estimation of the space-time distribution
of slip during a large earthquake is important for postearth-
quake emergency response, tsunami-warning systems, tec-
tonic interpretations, and advancing understanding of fault
frictional properties and rupture processes. Perhaps the most
robust finite-source models are now estimated by parallel or
simultaneous inversions of seismic, geodetic (GPS and/or
InSAR), and tsunami observations (e.g., Salichon et al.,
2003; Pritchard et al., 2007; Konca et al., 2007, 2008; Biggs
et al., 2009; Sladen et al., 2010); however, rapid finite-source
inversions, performed within minutes after an event (e.g., Ji

and Zeng, 2007; Yagi, 2007; Yamanaka, 2007), are still
based primarily on seismic observations because numerous
data become available as soon as the body and surface waves
propagate to global broadband stations and the recorded
ground motions are telemetered to data centers. Rapid
estimation of the slip distribution for a large earthquake is
valuable for identifying the fault, assessing the potential
for tsunamigenesis, and guiding emergency response activ-
ities to where damaging shaking may have been strongest.
Ensuring accurate estimation of the slip distribution for large
events using just seismic observations remains important.
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Rapid seismic inversions that use globally distributed
teleseismic observations typically involve prescribed faulting
geometries, often based on quickly performed point-source
moment tensor inversions (e.g., Ekström, 2009), or pretabu-
lated megathrust fault geometries for large interplate thrust
events (Hayes and Wald, 2009), along with assumed rupture
velocities and fault dimensions that may be based on early
aftershock locations or initial estimates of the seismic
moment. The fault model is usually parameterized to have
a rupture front that spreads over a grid of point-source sub-
faults, with a specified rupture velocity (or range of veloci-
ties) defining which subfaults have been activated and a
subfault source-time function parameterization defining
what portions of the rupture model are slipping, at any given
instant. Teleseismic body waves provide the primary sensi-
tivity to details of the space-time slip distribution; these
signals intrinsically provide a very limited sampling of the
full range of seismic wave apparent velocities and at most
a few seconds of differential time variations with azimuth,
so the finite-source inversions commonly require stabiliz-
ing constraints imposed on the rupture kinematics and/or
smoothness of the slip distribution. Typically, finite-source
models fit the observed waveforms very well due to the large
number of parameters: the suite of subfaults with different
Green’s functions, relative timing, seismic moments, and
time functions activated at any instance of rupture provide
many degrees of freedom to fit the data. By minimizing
waveform misfit, viable finite-slip models are readily
obtained, but the models retain a strong dependence on spec-
ified kinematic parameters. Surface waves extend the range
of seismic wave apparent velocities and provide useful con-
straints on overall rupture directivity and seismic moment,
but even joint body and surface wave inversions can have
strong dependence on the assumed rupture velocity; simple
waveform misfit criteria may not provide strong constraints
for all but the very greatest earthquakes, which may produce
tremendous seismic wave directivity effects (e.g., Ammon
et al., 2005).

Seismic finite-source inversion methods differ signifi-
cantly in the types of kinematic constraints that are imposed;
they range from slip-pulse-type models that have the intui-
tively appealing characteristic of a regularly expanding
dislocation front spreading over the fault surface from the
hypocenter with spatially variable amount of slip concen-
trated within a short time after the rupture front arrives
(e.g., Hartzell and Heaton, 1983; Ji et al., 2002), to models
in which, once activated, subfaults can rupture repeatedly
throughout the entire duration of faulting (e.g., Das and Kos-
trov, 1990; Robinson et al., 2006). These different represen-
tations have long lineages in seismic source theory tracing
back to propagating dislocation rupture models (e.g., Knop-
off and Gilbert, 1959; Haskell, 1964) and early crack models
(e.g., Eshelby, 1957; Savage, 1966); there remains signifi-
cant debate over the most appropriate physical representation
of faulting. Nonetheless, it is clear that for the early finite-
source rupture models based on sparse, band-limited teleseis-

mic data, the information content of typical data sets was
limited; some form of regularization of the inversion for
the many source parameters in a finite-source model was
needed. Thus, imposing strong kinematic constraints was
defensible, even though the resulting models were known
to have explicit dependence on the assumed parameters.

While the intrinsic space-time resolution limitations of
teleseismic signals remain unchanged, and there are many
issues associated with use of simplified (plane-layered)
Green’s functions for wave propagation effects (e.g., Okamo-
to and Takenaka, 2009), much larger and higher quality
broadband data sets are rapidly available today. This raises
the possibility of resolving differences between source mod-
els derived under propagating slip-pulse versus crack model
parameterizations. This possibility is reinforced by the recent
development of large network back-projection imaging of
ruptures (e.g., Ishii et al., 2005; Krüger and Ohrnberger,
2005; Walker and Shearer, 2009; Xu et al., 2009), by which
some aspects of the slip distribution can be resolved with
minimal kinematic constraints on the space-time evolution
of the rupture. We consider the fundamental problem of in-
version of teleseismic waves for finite-source models for two
great earthquakes in Peru for which there are extensive seis-
mic and geodetic data sets and for which back projections of
large network data sets suggest complex slip histories not
captured by routine seismic finite-source inversions.

2001 and 2007 Peru Earthquakes

The subduction zone along southern Peru has experi-
enced two great underthrusting earthquakes during the past
decade; the 23 June 2001 Camaná earthquake (16.26° S,
73.64° W, 20:33:14 UTC, Mw 8.4), and the 15 August 2007
Pisco earthquake (13.39° S, 76.60° W, 23:40:58 UTC,
Mw 8.0). Seismic sequences and background seismicity from
2001 to 2007 are shown in Figure 1. The Centroid-Moment
Tensor (CMT) point-source solutions for these events (Ek-
ström, 2009) are consistent with shallow-dipping underthrust-
ing ruptures separated by the Nazca ridge and the 12
November 1996 Mw 7.7 underthrusting event, with centroid
time shifts relative to the U.S. Geological Survey origin times
(previously given) of 69 sec for the 2001 event and 60 sec for
the 2007 event, suggesting rupture durations on the order
of two minutes for both events. The 2001 event aftershock
sequence extends ∼270 km to the southeast from the hypo-
center, and the CMT centroid is shifted ∼150 km in that direc-
tion. The 2007 event aftershock sequence is rather compact
for a great earthquake, extending ∼150 km to the southeast
from the hypocenter, while the CMT centroid is shifted
∼60 km seaward rather than along strike. The difference in
aftershock zone lengths and the comparable centroid time
shifts immediately suggest large differences in apparent rup-
ture velocity for the two events.

The 2001 and 2007 great Peru earthquakes have been
extensively studied using seismic, GPS, InSAR, and tsunami
observations (Fig. 2). Our focus here is not on the tectonic
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implications or hazards of these large damaging earthquakes,
as those have been extensively discussed. Rather, we focus
on the space-time slip distribution estimated using teleseis-
mic observations and their sensitivities, motivated by the dif-
ferences in apparent rupture velocity, discrepancies noted in
the following paragraphs in slip-models inferred from differ-
ent data sets, and our own large aperture network back pro-
jections of teleseismic broadband signals. We begin with an
overview of prior estimates of the slip-distributions for the
two earthquakes from various procedures, demonstrating the
existing discrepancies.

2001 Peru Earthquake

Several finite-source rupture models for the 2001 Peru
earthquake have been determined from seismic and/or geo-
detic and tsunami data (Fig. 2a,b provides reference solu-
tions). Using a rapid finite-source linearized least-squares
inversion (after Hartzell and Heaton, 1983) of 24 P-wave sig-
nals, Kikuchi and Yamanaka (2001) obtained a 107-sec dura-
tion source process, with relatively weak radiation in the first
30 sec followed by a large slip patch centered about 150 km
to the southeast along the fault strike. The seismic moment
estimate forM0was 2:2 × 1021 Nm. A rupture velocity, Vr ∼
2:5 km=sec was assumed; thus, the slip model was effec-

tively parameterized to have a primarily slip-pulse rupture
expansion from the hypocenter at the northwestern edge
of the fault model. Iterative pulse-stripping deconvolution
inversions were applied to 14 and 18 P waves by Giovanni
et al. (2002) and Bilek and Ruff (2002), respectively. This
inversion imposes almost no kinematic constraints other than
a (causality) maximum rupture velocity and the fault orienta-
tion. Giovanni et al. (2002) found an initial subevent located
within 50 km of the hypocenter near the northwestern end of
their model and a larger secondary subevent 130 km from
the hypocenter, with an overall southeastward rupture expan-
sion having Vr ∼ 1:6 km=sec. Their estimate of the seismic
moment was 2:4 × 1021 Nm. Bilek and Ruff (2002) com-
puted a similar solution, but with the first subevent located
at the hypocenter in the center of their fault model, and a
large secondary rupture located 120–160 km to the southeast,
with a total moment of 6:3 × 1021 Nm and Vr ∼ 1:6 km=sec.
They also performed empirical Green’s function deconvolu-
tion of Love and Rayleigh waves using signals from a large
aftershock, estimating a rupture duration of 78 sec and a uni-
lateral rupture length of 138 km (giving Vr ∼ 1:8 km=sec).
The latter estimates of the total duration and rupture length
values are quite low; we show in the following paragraphs
that these values are probably biased by inadequate recovery

Figure 1. Seismicity along the Peru coastline prior to 16 March 2009 from the U.S. Geological Survey, along with CMT focal mecha-
nisms for the 23 June 2001 (red) and 15 August 2007 (purple) great earthquakes, and their associated centroid-locations (white stars). The
USGS hypocentral locations of the mainshocks are the two largest colored circles. Seismicity within one month after the 23 June 2001 event
is indicated with red dots, while seismicity within one month after the 15 August 2007 event is indicated with purple dots. Black dots indicate
seismicity before the two mainshock sequences, orange dots indicate seismicity in the time between the sequences, and gray dots are after the
end of the 2007 sequence. Circles are scaled proportional to the seismic magnitude (the larger of mb or Ms).
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of the low-frequency spectra of the mainshock surface
wave source functions, most likely a result of limited low-
frequency signal in the empirical Green’s function.

Robinson et al. (2006) performed a finite fault inversion
of segments of 19 SH waves, 7 of which extended for at least
120 sec, using an algorithm (Das and Kostrov, 1990) that
allows subfaults to repeatedly rupture throughout the overall
duration. They find a spatially complex slip distribution,
which begins with a unilateral rupture propagating with a
rupture velocity of ∼3:5 km=sec to ∼70 km to the southeast,
which circumvents a ∼6000-km2 barrier, and propagates
further to the southeast. After 54 sec the initially unbroken
barrier begins to fail, with large slip in the up-dip region and
an average rupture velocity of ∼2:8 km=sec. About 200 km
to the southeast of the hypocenter, a second barrier is
encircled by the initial rupture between ∼36 and 60 sec and
then breaks about 66 sec after rupture initiation. Slip con-
tinues near the hypocenter for the entire rupture duration.

Pritchard et al. (2007) inverted 80-sec long windows of
18 P and 13 SH waveforms (weighted twice as much as the P
waves) using the method of Ji et al. (2002), which prescribes
a rupture velocity range and subfault source-time functions.
They allowed a range of rupture velocities from 2.2 to
3:8 km=sec, defining the interval during which subfaults
could slip. They obtain a slip model (Fig. 2b) with a patch
of slip near the hypocenter, and slip patches both up-dip and
down-dip about 150 km to the southeast, with a total seismic
moment of 6:2 × 1021 Nm and an average rupture velocity of
2:7 km=sec. There is virtually no slip in the model between
the hypocenter and the region of large slip to the southeast.
Inclusion of records from two strong motion records at some
distance from the rupture zone did not change the solution
appreciably. However, inversion of two continuous and 12
campaign GPS stations and/or inversion of InSAR data indi-
cated significantly more slip between the hypocenter and
150 km along the trench (near the CMT centroid location)
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Figure 2. Summary of slip distribution characteristics for the 2001 (top row) and 2007 (bottom row) Peru earthquakes from prior work.
Slip models from geodetic inversions are shown on the left and slip models from seismic wave inversions are shown on the right. In each
panel the star indicates the USGS epicenter and the solid circle indicates the centroid location from the CMT solution. The approximate
trench location is indicated by the toothed curve and the coastline by the lighter curve. (a) Coseismic displacement contours from joint
inversion of GPS and InSAR data for the 2001 event from Pritchard et al. (2007). (b) Coseismic displacement contours from seismic wave
inversions for the 2001 event from Pritchard et al. (2007). (c) Coseismic displacement contours from inversions of InSAR data for the 2007
event from Sladen et al. (2010) (contours labeled 2 m and 4 m) and from Pritchard and Fielding (2008) (light contours). The latter solution is
very similar to that from Biggs et al. (2009). (d) Coseismic displacement contours from seismic wave inversions for the 2007 event from
Sladen et al. (2010).
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than the seismic models (Fig. 2a). The geodetic seismic
moment estimates range from 4:0 to 8:3 × 1021 Nm, but
could equal the seismic estimate. Joint inversion of the seis-
mic and geodetic data essentially averaged the slip patterns
of the two solutions. Pritchard et al. (2007) argue that the
differences in the geodetic and seismic inversions are due
to different inherent abilities to resolve slip, possibly due to
slow slip in the region between the hypocenter and the CMT
centroid location being missed by the seismic data and due to
shallow, far offshore slip being undetectable by the geode-
tic data.

Overall, the previously published models for the 2001
Peru event all support southeastward expansion of the rup-
ture, but there are significant discrepancies. Some models
have very little slip within ∼150 km of the hypocenter, some
with unusually low rupture velocities of 1:5–1:8 km=sec
have significant slip about 120–130 km from the hypocenter,
and others have slip occurring late in the rupture process
close to the hypocenter. There is clearly a large pulse of seis-
mic radiation about 60 sec into the rupture; it is worth noting
that any imposed slip-pulse-type constraint forces associated
model slip to be placed at significant distance from the
source (e.g., for Vr � 2 km=sec, there can be no associated
slip within 120 km of the source if the subfault rupture dura-
tions are specified to be short). There is concern raised by the
discrepancies in seismic and geodetic models; if the seismic
data are truly blind to substantial amounts of the slip, they
may lead to underestimation of the tsunamigenesis.

2007 Peru Earthquake

Finite-source models for the 2007 Peru event have also
been produced by several groups using seismic and/or geo-
detic data (Fig. 2c,d provides reference solutions). Among
the rapidly produced seismic inversions are models produced
by Ji and Zeng (2007), Yagi (2007), Yamanaka (2007), and
Vallée (2007). These models established the basic character
of the slip distribution as having a patch of slip concentrated
near the hypocenter at about 39 km depth, with a large
secondary patch of slip centered up-dip and southwest from
the hypocenter at a distance of about 60–100 km away. The
solution from Ji and Zeng (2007) fit both body and surface
waves and has an average Vr ∼ 1:5 km=sec and M0 �
1:8 × 1021 Nm, Yagi (2007) inverted body waves only, find-
ing an average Vr ∼ 1:3 km=sec and M0 � 2:0 × 1021 Nm,
and Yamanaka (2007) inverted body waves to find an average
Vr ∼ 1:0 km=sec and M0 � 1:9 × 1021 Nm. The higher the
average rupture velocity, the further from the hypocenter
the secondary slip is distributed in these models, directly
affecting the location of large slip relative to the Paracas
peninsula (Fig. 2c; Ji and Zeng’s model places the main slip
well south of the peninsula; Yagi’s solution puts it just south,
as does Vallée’s; and Yamanaka’s solution puts it right at the
peninsula). The location of this slip is important for anticipa-
tion of where tsunami run-ups might be expected, with the
observed run-ups being up to 10 m on the southern side of

the Paracas peninsula near Rancherio (Fritz et al., 2008), most
consistent with the slip model of Ji and Zeng (2007).

InSAR observations were inverted along with teleseis-
mic P and SH observations by Pritchard and Fielding (2008),
with the InSAR data indicating a main slip patch about
70 km from the hypocenter, southwest of the Paracas penin-
sula (Fig. 2c). The teleseismic data show a strong secondary
energy release 60–90 sec after the rupture initiation, indicat-
ing a rupture velocity less than 1:5 km=sec. Inversion of just
the teleseismic data using Vr in the range 2–4 km=sec gave a
complex slip distribution with significant down-dip slip and
slip far from the hypocenter, whereas the InSAR-only inver-
sion gave a large slip patch just offshore, close to the hypo-
center. Simultaneous inversion, in which Vr was allowed to
vary from 0:1 to 3:5 km=sec, concentrated the slip closer to
the InSAR solution, but the fit is still degraded from the
InSAR-only solution. Pritchard and Fielding (2008) prefer
the interpretation that the event has a low rupture velocity of
about 1:3 km=sec. Motagh et al. (2008) inverted the InSAR
data and found slip from near the hypocenter to far offshore
near the CMT centroid location, with no clear separation into
two asperities.

Biggs et al. (2009) inverted 18 teleseismic SH records
using the method of Das and Kostrov (1990), as well as
InSAR data, finding very different slip models. Their seismic
model has large slip near the epicenter, up-dip, and well to
the south, whereas their InSAR model has a single large
patch of slip offshore of the Paracas peninsula similar to that
found by Pritchard and Fielding (2008) and Motagh et al.
(2008). They find slip occurring very late near the hypocen-
ter, which is precluded from the expanding rupture annulus
models used in the rapid inversions. The slip history is very
erratic, without any clear sense of a rupture velocity (other
than causality) governing slip history over the fault. No clear
explanation for discrepancies between the seismic and geo-
detic models was provided.

Sladen et al. (2010) drew upon InSAR, teleseismic body
waves, tsunami waveforms, coastal deformation, and run-up
observations to find a suite of slip models for the event. They
prefer a solution with two slip patches, a small one near the
hypocenter and a larger one about 60 km south near the Para-
cas peninsula. The seismic waves were modeled using the
method of Ji et al. (2002) using either a range of low rupture
velocities (0:8–1:2 km=sec) or a delay of 38 sec between two
separate ruptures. The secondary slip patch is smeared along
the 60-sec rupture isochron (average position of the rupture
front), similar to the rapid solutions (Fig. 2d), so it is
not as concentrated as in the InSAR solutions (Fig. 2c).
Simultaneous inversion of InSAR and seismic data yield
two slip-patch models for both the low rupture velocity
and earthquake doublet approaches; these successfully match
the tsunami records. Sladen et al. (2010) note that there is
no clear indication of low rupture velocity or tsunami-
earthquake character for the Pisco event, so they consider
the triggering processes that might account for the delay
in a doublet rupture.
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Again, at face value, the solutions for the 2007 Peru
event are contradictory and suggest limited agreement be-
tween geodetic and seismic models. While all of the studies
involve differences in seismic velocity structures, seismic
data sets, model smoothing, and precise fault orientations,
we expect such effects are secondary relative to basic inver-
sion formulation and imposed kinematic constraints. While
some models appear to reconcile geodetic and seismic obser-
vations to a certain extent, it is important to understand the
intrinsic limitations of the teleseismic data and any inability
to resolve the coseismic slip.

Back-Projection Images of the Source
Rupture History

Many seismic studies have demonstrated that earth-
quake ruptures are complex frictional instabilities, with a
wide range of slip behavior. While there is much support
for propagating dislocation representations of failure, pro-
cesses such as dynamic triggering, afterslip, slow slip, seg-
ment jumping, and other complex phenomena are also well
documented. Thus, it is appealing to seek constraints on
large earthquake rupture histories with minimal a priori
assumptions about the space-time history of failure, if it is
possible to avoid unstable solutions. This is not trivial.
Back-projection and reverse-time methods allow data differ-
ential timing to image loci of coherent radiation from a
source region that may reveal overall rupture processes.
The value of this was dramatically demonstrated for the great
2004 Sumatra earthquake by Ishii et al. (2005), who back
projected short-period P-wave radiation recorded across
the large aperture Hi-net stations in Japan to track the pre-
dominantly unilateral rupture expansion from Sumatra to the
Andaman Islands. Further development of such approaches
(e.g., Krüger and Ohrnberger, 2005; Walker and Shearer,
2009; Xu et al., 2009) using both regional and global net-
works provide space-time models of rupture evolution that
exploit the same small changes in timing of seismic arrivals
that provide the resolution of finite-source models. Back-
projection images do not yield actual slip distributions or
moment estimates because they do not quantitatively account
for the Green’s function influences on seismic wave energy
partitioning, but they can provide overall characterization of
source finiteness that may influence parameterization of
finite-source modeling. There are some similarities with
time-reversal imaging approaches (e.g., Larmat et al., 2006;
Kawakatsu andMontagner, 2008; Anderson et al., 2009), but
P wave back projections assume simple optical travel time
effects and do not account for propagation losses. S wave
back projections are not attempted due to the large path travel
time anomalies that create difficulty in phase alignment. We
consider the implications of teleseismic back projections for
the two great Peru earthquakes, using global network P-wave
recordings, because the events are not favorably oriented
relative to any one large regional array.

2001 Peru Earthquake

We back projected 168 teleseismic (epicentral distances
30°–95°) P waves from broadband stations in North America
(133), Antarctica (6), Atlantic islands (10), Europe (13), and
Africa (6) to the source region for the 2001 event following
procedures similar to those in Xu et al. (2009). A uniform
depth grid of back-projection points is defined spanning
the source region; the initially aligned teleseismic signals
are shifted and summed at each grid point based on differ-
ential travel times computed for a standard Earth model.
Pacific island observations were excluded because of nodal
P-wave radiation and rapid changes in the waveform
coherence. The retained data sample a stable portion of the
P-wave compressional radiation quadrant with relatively
similar Green’s functions. The data were weighted inversely
proportional to the number of stations within 1000 km dis-
tance from each observation to balance the data importance
(Walker and Shearer, 2009). This suppresses back-projection
artifacts caused by the nonuniform distribution of the sta-
tions. Additional weighting of the data by their azimuthal
distribution did not significantly affect the results for this
event. The data were band-pass-filtered between 0.05 and
0.4 Hz, and cross-correlated with each other to ensure stabil-
ity of polarity, coherence, and initial time alignment. In order
to increase image coherence, results were calculated in time
steps of 0.25 sec and then averaged over 6 sec. The values
chosen provide stable images with minimal smearing and
artifacts due to the favorable radiation pattern, which pro-
duced coherent arrivals across four continents. Other choices
of spatial and temporal averaging, weighting, filtering, and
stacking (nth-root) were tested and produced similar results.
The time-varying linear stack back projections are included;
key frames from the animation are shown in Figure 3. The
station distribution and full animation are shown Ⓔ in
movies 1 and 2 in the electronic edition of BSSA. The effects
of the station weighting are shown inⒺ movie 5 in the elec-
tronic edition of BSSA.

The rupture images indicate weak initial radiation near
the hypocenter, a coherent burst 50 sec later ∼150 km to the
southeast, a large burst at 76 sec centered about 110 km from
the hypocenter, continuing radiation from the fault region
migrating slowly toward the hypocenter for the next 30 sec,
and then isolated late up-dip/trenchward radiation ∼30 sec
later. The unaccounted for Green’s function effects of vari-
able depth and wedge structure on the signals and expected
degradation of signal coherence with lapse time into the
rupture undoubtedly contaminate the image of the rupture
process; however, some general attributes are suggested. The
event can be interpreted as an initial small event that trig-
gered a larger secondary event located southeastward on the
megathrust upon arrival of the S wave or the Rayleigh wave.
The rupture then expanded back toward the initial hypocen-
ter at depth, and then up-dip toward the trench. There is a hint
of smooth rupture expansion southeastward from the hypo-
center in the first 40 sec, but the back-projection stack
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amplitudes are low and even fall below the background level
at some time steps, so continuity of radiation is unclear.
Overall, this is clearly a different time sequence than accom-
panies the finite-source models with kinematically con-
strained slip-pulse-type attributes.

2007 Peru Earthquake

A similar distribution of 92 filtered P-wave signals from
teleseismic distances (30°–95°) was back projected for the
2007 event. Again, the station distribution and movie of
time-varying images are provided in Ⓔ movies 3 and 4 in
the electronic edition of BSSA; the key frames are shown in
Figure 4. The event initiated with rupture beneath the coast-
line north of the Paracas peninsula. About 52 sec later, a sec-
ond, larger release of energy occurred near the peninsula.
High-frequency radiation slowly migrated back toward the
northwest for the next 40 sec, suggesting low rupture veloc-
ity and a change of rupture front direction. The compact

nature of the energy release is readily apparent in these back-
projection images; this could have guided specification of the
faulting area for finite-source models even before aftershocks
suggested the surprisingly small source area for a magnitude
8.0 event. Data weighting effects are shown inⒺ movie 5 in
the electronic edition of BSSA.

Body-Wave and Surface-Wave Rupture Models with
Varying Kinematic Constraints

Our back-projection results, while not fully quantifying
true slip distributions, suggest that some of the discrepancies
between different finite-source models may result from
assumptions imposed on the kinematics of the rupture models
for the 2001 and 2007 Peru events. We focus on just the seis-
mic inversions here, noting that there is better agreement
among the geodetic inversions, or at least reasonable explana-
tions for the discrepancies that exist between InSAR and GPS
solutions for both events. We collected large, high-quality

Figure 3. Six images from the rupture sequence for the 2001 event formed by back projecting and linearly stacking 168 P-wave
recordings from a global array of broadband stations 30°–95° away covering ∼180° in azimuth. Warm colors identify regions of coherent
P-wave radiation across the receiving array, with the peak amplitudes being normalized in each panel (relative amplitudes between panels are
indicated by the peak amplitude trace shown at the bottom). Each panel is a snapshot integrated over a 6-sec time window at times of local
radiation maximum in the time history of peak stack amplitudes shown in the peak amplitude trace. The time-varying peak stack amplitude
over all grid points is a crude approximation of the source-time function and is influenced by both phase amplitude (i.e., moment release) and
signal coherence. The star in each image is the NEIC epicenter. The coast is identified by a thick white line, the megathrust plate boundary by
a toothed gray line, and the time relative to the hypocentral time is given in the upper right corner of each panel. Ⓔ Animations of the back
projection are in movie 1 (uniform amplitude scale) and movie 2 (each frame peak amplitude scale renormalized), and the effects of station
weighting are shown in movie 5 in the electronic edition of BSSA.
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data sets of broadband P and SH waves along with short-arc
Rayleigh waves (R1) to construct new seismic models guided
by the apparent need for greater kinematic flexibility in the
finite-source inversion regularization suggested by the back-
projection results.

2001 Peru Earthquake

The 2001 earthquake is large enough that even the long-
period surface waves may be affected by source finiteness, so
we confirmed the overall source geometry and seismic

moment by inverting 44 recordings of teleseismic W-phase
ground displacements (Kanamori and Rivera, 2008) for the
passband 0.001–0.005Hz.This gave a solutionwithM0 5:5 ×
1021 Nm (Mw 8.4) and a best double-couple geometry with
strike, ϕ � 306°, dip, δ � 14°, and rake, λ � 54°, generally
compatible with the CMT inversion (M0 4:7 × 1021 Nm,
ϕ � 310°, δ � 18°, λ � 63°). The W-phase solution has an
optimal centroid location southeast of the hypocenter near the
CMT centroid. Extending the passband to 0.001–0.05 Hz had
only minor effects, and yielded M0 5:4 × 1021 Nm, ϕ �
313°, δ � 13°, and λ � 65°. We adopt the geometry of the

Figure 4. Six images from the rupture sequence for the 2007 event formed by back projecting and linearly stacking 92 P-wave recordings
from a global array of broadband stations 30°–95° away covering ∼180° in azimuth. Warm colors identify regions of coherent P-wave
radiation across the receiving array, with the peak amplitudes being normalized in each panel (relative amplitudes between panels are in-
dicated by the peak amplitude trace shown at the bottom). The images have the same format as in Figure 3. Ⓔ Animations of the back
projection can be viewed in movie 3 (uniform amplitude scale) and movie 4 (each frame peak amplitude scale renormalized), and the effects
of station weighting are shown in movie 5 in the electronic edition of BSSA.
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CMT solution (or just the corresponding strike and dip, while
allowing rake to vary) in all of our finite-source modeling for
the 2001 event, noting that there is an expected trade-off
between fault dip and seismic moment and a possibility of
increasing dip with depth (e.g., Pritchard et al., 2007). In gen-
eral, small changes in fault geometry on the order of 10° for ϕ,
δ, or λ are not resolvable in teleseismic finite-source inver-
sions as the many parameters in the models can trade-off.

Intermediate period (30–300 sec) surface waves are
relatively sensitive to gross finite-source properties and
directivity (e.g., Ammon et al., 2006), so we analyze short-
arc (R1) Rayleigh waves from Global Seismic Network
stations to evaluate first-order rupture finiteness effects.
We use the same procedures as described in Lay et al. (2009)
to extract effective source-time functions for each R1 signal
by deconvolving a point-source synthetic computed for the
PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) structure, corrected
for aspherical phase velocity heterogeneity (Boschi and
Ekström, 2002), and filtered with a Gaussian filter
[exp��ω2=4a2�), where ω is frequency and a � 0:05] to em-
phasize periods longer than ∼40 sec. The resulting R1 effec-
tive source-time functions are shown in Figure 5, plotted as a
function of the directivity parameter, Γ � cos�ϕsta � ϕr�=c,
where ϕsta is the station azimuth, ϕr is a unilateral rupture
azimuth taken to be along the negative fault strike of
130°, and c is a reference phase velocity (c is chosen as
4:0 km=sec, the phase velocity for 80-sec period Rayleigh
waves for model PREM).

Observations near the Γ extremes of �0:25 sec =km
(the positive value is for station azimuth along the rupture

direction, while the negative value is directly opposite to
it) are less reliable because these data leave the source near
R1 radiation nodes; noise levels in the deconvolutions are
higher and the convolutional model fits to the observations
are lower than for data recorded at azimuths away from
radiation nodes. Extrapolating trends across all the data gives
estimates of maximum duration, Tmax ∼ 210 sec, minimum
duration, Tmin ∼ 150 sec, and average duration, Tavg∼
180 sec. The Gaussian filter broadens impulsive signals
by 50–60 sec, so the durations are correspondingly in-
creased. These values have substantial uncertainty, in part
due to residual misalignments in the data that are difficult to
objectively suppress due to the emergent onset of many of
the source functions. A reasonable estimate of uncertainty on
the differential duration measures is �15 sec. The decon-
volved R1 source-time functions are much smoother and of
longer duration than those obtained by Bilek and Ruff
(2002), which we attribute to better recovery of the very
long-period components enabled by use of low-noise
theoretical Green’s functions rather than empirical Green’s
functions (for which the intrinsic excitation of long-periods
for the small event is too weak to provide a good signal-
to-noise ratio in the ratio of mainshock to small event spec-
tra). For a simple unilateral rupture model, the fault length,
L, can be estimated from L � c�Tmax � Tmin�=2, for which
we obtain L ∼ 120 km, which is only about 1=2 the length of
the aftershock zone. If we assume a source function rise time,
τ , we can estimate the rupture velocity Vr � L=�Tavg � τ�.
For zero rise time, and even allowing for a 50-sec broadening
due to filtering, we get Vr ∼ 0:9 km=sec, as a lower bound.
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Figure 5. Effective Rayleigh wave (R1) source-time functions for the 2001 Peru event obtained by iteratively deconvolving point-source
synthetics computed for the CMT best double couple with strike 310°, dip 18°, and rake 63°, and a source depth of 15 km from the data using
a positivity constraint. The synthetics for the PREM structure were corrected for aspherical phase velocity heterogeneity. The deconvolutions
have been convolved with a Gaussian filter with averaging width 0.05 which broadens the source functions by 50–60 sec. The onset times
have been adjusted by a 25-sec shift but small misalignments from inaccuracy of the propagation corrections affect the relative times. The
source functions are plotted as a function of the directivity parameter, assuming a rupture azimuth along the trench at 130°. For a reference
phase velocity of 4:0 km=sec, the estimated Tmax ∼ 210 sec, Tmin ∼ 150 sec. The estimated Tavg ∼ 180 sec. The duration measures are all
increased by 50–60 sec by the Gaussian filter.
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For τ � 0:10Tavg, we get Vr ∼ 1:0 km=sec. These rupture
velocity estimates are quite low, indicating that either the
event was a slow rupture or that the assumption of unilateral
rupture is incorrect. We believe the latter is the actual expla-
nation, and basically infer from the R1 signals that this event
did not have significant slip over the full length of the after-
shock zone and is not consistent with a simple unilateral rup-
ture behavior. This inference is supported by consideration of
the shapes of the source functions at different azimuths; the
source functions are not simply time-stretched versions at
different azimuths as expected for a unilateral rupture; there
must be some component of bilateral radiation within the
later portions of the rupture to match the signals. Although
the simple 1D rupture based directivity analysis is of limited
use on this earthquake, R1 source functions can be computed
for any finite-source solution and compared with the obser-
vations, as shown in the text that follows, to ensure consis-
tency with the long-period radiation from the source.

Our large teleseismic broadband body-wave data set was
ultimately pared down to 26 P waves and 20 SH waves with
good azimuthal distribution. In all of our inversions, the SH
waves are down-weighted by a factor of 5, to approximately
equalize the amplitudes relative to the P waves. The P wave
onsets for this event are more impulsive than the SH waves,
and relative alignments are more reliable (this is important;
only a few seconds of directivity controls the finite-source
solutions and SH onsets often have large uncertainty). We
performed inversions of just P waves and of joint P- and
SH-wave data sets, with the SH alignments being slightly
adjusted to match predictions from initial P wave only mod-
els. The signal windows were 127-sec long from the origin
time, bounded mainly by avoiding large ScS arrivals from
strong secondary pulses in the source functions. Longer in-
versions of up to 170 sec of signals were performed with just
the P waves. We apply four different styles of finite-source
inversions to each data set: iterative wavelet-stripping decon-
volution, linear inversion with slip-pulse-type models, linear
inversion with crack-type (long subfault duration) models,
and a linear inversion assuming an earthquake doublet (two-
source) with separate slip-pulse-type model. Each approach
imposes different kinematic constraints on the rupture; we
evaluate which attributes of the finite-source models appear
to be robust.

Iterative deconvolution for the 2001 Peru event returns
solutions similar to that in Figure 6, where 40 subevents hav-
ing symmetric triangular source functions (5-sec rise, 5-sec
fall) on a grid of point-sources with the CMT fault orientation
were obtained from the 46 teleseismic body waves. A cau-
sality rupture velocity upper bound of 3:46 km=sec was
assumed, as this is the shear velocity at the hypocenter in
our layered source crustal model. The fault-normal source-
time function shown in the figure has low moment rate dur-
ing the first 40 sec of the event, a large pulse from 40 to
80 sec, and minor radiation extending as late as 120 sec.
The M0 1:8 × 1021 Nm is lower than most estimates for this
event. The primary pulse is associated with a patch of sub-

events from 90 to 180 km to the southeast from the 29.6 km
deep hypocenter, at slightly greater depth, and the overall
rupture velocity is about 2:0–2:5 km=sec. The waveform
mismatch (the ratio of misfit power to signal power) residual
variance for this model is 0.47, a relatively high value; this
decreases very slowly with further iterations with the seismic
moment estimate slowly growing. Waveform fits for the
model in Figure 6 are shown inⒺ Figure S1 in the electronic
edition of BSSA. Very similar inversion results were obtained
for different subevent source functions using triangular and
trapezoidal shapes. The basic features are compatible with
the earlier iterative inversions by Giovanni et al. (2002) and
Bilek and Ruff (2002), but the specific location of subevents
is not very stable; we can infer only that there was a large slip
patch at a distance of ∼90–180 km from the hypocenter from
40 to 80 sec into the rupture. The back-projection result sug-
gests that high-frequency energy radiated from about 150 km
southeast of the initial radiation about 50 sec after rupture
onset, so this attribute is supported, but the time sequence of
later subevents in the iterative deconvolution is not consid-
ered sufficiently stable to relate further to the back-projection
images.

At the opposite end of the spectrum of kinematic con-
straints are the slip-pulse or narrow-slip annulus rupture
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Figure 6. Spatial distribution of subevents for the 2001 Peru
earthquake rupture obtained by iterative deconvolution of 46 teleseis-
micP and SHwaves. Forty subevents with triangle source-time func-
tions with 5-sec rise time (T1) and 10-sec durations (T2) were solved
for. The focalmechanism shownwas fixed for all subevents and is the
best double couple from the CMT solution, with strike 310°, dip 18°
and rake 63°. The lower hemisphere projection of the station distri-
bution is shown in the focal mechanism. The hypocentral depth was
29.6 km. The residual variance in the waveform misfit (var.) was
0.4697 after 40 iterations. The asterisk indicates the hypocenter
and circles are scaled proportional to the subevent seismic moments.
The fault-normal far-field moment rate function for the composite
sequence is indicated at the top left, and was constrained to have
a maximum duration of 130 sec. Ⓔ Waveform fits for this model
are shown in Figure S1 in the electronic edition of BSSA.
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models, defined by a constant rupture velocity and relatively
short duration subfault source-time functions. For teleseismic
body-wave observations alone, this parameterization pro-
duces finite-source models with slip distributed over the
portions of the rupture isochron favored by directivity in the
observations. Thus, they intrinsically have strong trade-offs
between prescribed rupture velocity and spatial location of
the slip. A linearized inversion for the activated subfault slip
parameters for each time step in the data is performed, with
minor smoothness constraints on the slip distribution being
imposed. The strike and dip are fixed to the CMT values,
but the rake is allowed to vary within �45° of the CMT rake

for each subfault. Results for the 2001 Peru event assuming
rupture velocities of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3:11 km=sec are shown
in Figure 7. The highest rupture velocity considered is
0.9 times the shear velocity at the hypocenter, or approxi-
mately the Rayleigh wave velocity. The subfault source-time
functions were parameterized with nine 4-sec duration trian-
gleswith variablemoment lagged by 2 sec each, formaximum
subfault durations of 20 sec. These models all produce almost
identical overall source-time functions (the one shown in
Fig. 7 is for the case with Vr � 2:5 km=sec), and very similar
average rake values. The data fit from each solution are ac-
ceptable given the relatively simple assumptions regarding
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Figure 7. Finite-source models for the 2001 Peru earthquake from inversion of 46 teleseismic P and SH waves. Results for four different
rupture velocities are shown, all with common spatial scales. The focal mechanism indicates the station distribution, and has a strike of 310°
and dip of 18°, which is the same for all solutions, and a rake of 60°, close to the average for all four solutions. The rake and total slip vector at
each grid position are shown by the arrows. The hypocenter is located at (0,0). In every case, the subfault source-time functions are param-
eterized with nine 4-sec duration triangles lagged by 2 sec each, for maximum subfault rupture durations of 20 sec. The residual waveform
mismatch variance (var.) is shown for each case, and is lowest for Vr � 2:5 km=sec. The along-strike grid spacing varies in proportion to the
rupture velocity so that all models have similar duration moment rate functions, with the result for the Vr � 2:5 km=sec inversion being
shown. Waveform fits for the model with Vr 2:5 km=sec are shown in Ⓔ Figure S2 in the electronic edition of BSSA; animation of the slip
model can be viewed in Ⓔ movie 6a,b in the electronic edition of BSSA.
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the near-source Earth structure. The solutions show a clear
trade-off between rupture velocity and location of the large
slip patch to the southeast relative to the small hypocentral
slip patch. The teleseismic body-wave data simply do not
uniquely resolve the spatial distribution of slip for these pre-
dominantly unilateral slip models. A rupture velocity of
∼2:5 km=sec yields reasonable agreement with the relative
location of the large slip patch to the southeast in the iterative
deconvolution model, but while the slip in these slip-pulse
models is distributed along isochrons, it is concentrated up-
dip rather than down-dip. The waveform fits are significantly
improved for these models relative to the iterative deconvolu-
tions; over 80% of the signal power is fit.Ⓔ Figure S2 in the
electronic edition of BSSA shows comparisons of observed
and synthetic waveforms for the Vr � 2:5 km=sec case; an
animation of the rupture expansion is available in movie 6.
This particular model is very similar to the seismic inversion
results presented by Kikuchi and Yamanaka (2001) and
Pritchard et al. (2007), but it differs markedly from those of
Robinson et al. (2006) and the back-projection images in
Figure 3. While the slip-pulse models are sensible and the
rupture history and final slip distribution are appealinglywell-
behaved, it appears that in this case the imposition of strong
kinematic constraints may be leading to either too low of an
apparent rupture velocity and/or incorrect positioning of slip
on the fault despite the excellent fit to the observations.

We next allowed the subfault rupture durations to extend
much longer than conventional slip-pulse models, as an
alternative to solving for a large range of rupture velocities
in a given model. Our strategy is to still impose an upper
bound on rupture velocity because that stabilizes the inver-
sion relative to the iterative solution in Figure 6, while adding
the model parameters required for long-duration subfault
ruptures to allow the possibility of rerupture of subfaults,
reversal of rupture duration, and delayed triggering effects.
The duration of the subfault time functions effectively
defines the time of a conceptual healing front that sweeps
over the fault, trailing behind the rupture front and ceasing
any further slip. Unlike a classic crack model, this expands
from the hypocenter rather than propagating inward from the
outermost edges of the crack, so it is close conceptually to
the models with a wide range of rupture velocity values being
allowed. With data segments of finite duration in time, the
solution becomes unstable, particularly for total seismic
moment, if the latest instance of slip on the fault occurs at
or later than the end of the specified data interval. We
explored many models with different subfault durations and
triangle sequences and present representative solutions here.

Figure 8 shows models with the same rupture velocities
as in Figure 7, but subfault source-time functions now
parameterized by 13 8-sec duration triangles lagged by
4 sec each, for total subfault rupture durations of 56 sec.
Essentially, this means that every point on the fault can have
variable time history of slip for that 56 sec, commencing with
the first rupture front arrival. The overall slip distribution is
still directly affected by the maximum rupture velocity

imposed, but much broader areas of slip occur; all solutions
indicate late slip occurring at distances less than 150 km from
the hypocenter in contrast to the slip-pulse models in
Figure 7. This persists for even higher rupture velocities. The
total duration of the source function is about 140 sec, con-
sistent with the R1 Tavg estimate allowing for the broadening
effects of filtering, but the moment estimates are almost twice
as high, indicating instability in the moment estimates likely
due to interference of signals from different parts of the fault,
or some slip occurring late, outside the range of time well-
constrained by observations. The residual variance is about
10% for these models, with the added degrees of freedom in
the space-time slip model enabling improved waveform
matches relative to the slip-pulse models. The waveform
matches for the Vr � 2:5 km=sec case are shown in
Figure 9a,b; it is clear that these models provide excellent
matches to the complex signals. When even longer subfault
durations of up to 92 sec are allowed, the overall slip patterns
are found to be stable, although the moment estimate grows
systematically with total duration without much change in
variance reduction (only a few percent better), indicating
destructive interference in the late time components of the
source model. Inversions that include only P waves, but with
170-sec long signal windows and very long subfault time
function durations (up to 105 sec), give similar results, and
no clear indication of significant slip after 130 sec.

The slip distributions in Figure 8 are very smooth; this is
characteristic of all of the long-duration slip models that we
considered. This contrasts with the irregular, patchy slip dis-
tribution estimated by the crack-type models of Robinson
et al. (2006). An animation of the time-history of the rupture
expansion (Ⓔ movie 7 in the electronic edition of BSSA) is
provided; it is clear that there is significant irregularity in the
slip history despite the smooth total slip distribution, so these
models are essentially trading off temporal roughness with
spatial roughness, whereas the opposite is manifested in
the slip-pulse models. From the perspective of how the over-
all megathrust fails, there is strong appeal to the smoother
final slip models, which, as discussed in the following para-
graphs, agree well with geodetic models in terms of place-
ment of slip.

The long-subfault slip-duration model for Vr �
2:5 km=sec was used to predict R1 source-time functions
using a simplified procedure that ignores any intrarupture
dispersion effects; the predictions are compared with the data
in Figure 10. While details in the shapes of the signals are not
matched, the overall range of duration is quite well matched;
the fit is better than for the slip-pulse models, which predict
strong unilateral effects even for low rupture velocities. It is
possible to simultaneously invert the R1 source functions
with the body-wave data (Ammon et al., 2008), or to impose
a penalty function to stabilize the seismic moment estimate,
but here we emphasize procedures that can be implemented
rapidly without much a priori constraint; it is straightforward
to perform the finite-source inversions assuming long
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subfault rupture durations to characterize whether the in-
ferred slip distribution differs from a slip-pulse behavior.

The 2001 event clearly begins as a modest size rupture
during the first 30–40 sec. It is not clear whether the fault
was sliding continuously after the first 10 sec, or whether it
was a discrete event located near the hypocenter that
triggered a larger secondary event. The latter appears viable,
and even likely, given the high apparent rupture velocity
(Vr ∼ 3 km=sec) implied by the 50-sec feature in the P-wave
back-projection image (Fig. 3). This is relevant for finite-
source inversions, because they are kinematically con-
strained to grow froman initial hypocenter (with an expanding
circular zone of activated subfaults). If the event is a com-
pound earthquake doublet, the onset of the second event

should allow circular expansion of the rupture from its
hypocenter, rather than having the late rupture constrained
to isochrons defined by the initial hypocenter. This allows
slip, even for a slip-pulse model, to occur back toward
the initial event. Given the apparent need for slip to occur
later than 50 sec in the region between the initial hypocenter
and the main pulse ∼120–150 km away, we inverted the 46
body waves for two events separated by 37 sec in time and
with hypocenters separated by 120 km along strike. The
specific lag time of 37 sec was chosen based on aligning
the onset of strong secondary arrivals in the waveforms.
We specified a normal Vr � 3:11 km=sec for the first event
and a slower Vr � 2:0 km=sec for the second, motivated by
the back-projection images. Event 1 had four 4-sec duration
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Figure 8. Finite-source models for the 2001 Peru earthquake from inversion of 46 teleseismic P and SH waves. Results for four different
rupture velocities are shown, all with common spatial scales. The focal mechanism indicates the station distribution, and has a strike of 310°
and dip of 18°, which is the same for all solutions, and a rake of 60°, close to the average for all four solutions. The rake and total slip vector at
each grid position are shown by the arrows. In every case, the subfault source-time functions are parameterized with 13 8-sec duration
triangles lagged by 4 sec each, for maximum subfault rupture durations of 56 sec. The residual waveform mismatch variance (var.) is shown
for each case. The along-strike grid spacing varies in proportion to the rupture velocity so that all models have similar duration moment rate
functions, with the result for the Vr � 2:5 km=sec inversion being shown. Corresponding waveform fits are shown in Figure 9. Animations
of Vr � 2:5 km=sec rupture sequence can be viewed in Ⓔ movie 7a,b in the electronic edition of BSSA.
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Figure 9. (a, b) Observed (upper bold lines in each pair) and synthetic (lower thin lines in each pair) teleseismic P and SH waves for the
2001 Peru event for the preferred long-subfault rupture duration model with a rupture velocity of 2:5 km=sec and subfault source durations of
56 sec (Fig. 8). The azimuth of each broadband displacement trace (filtered in the passband 0.005–0.9 Hz) is indicated below the station code.
Amplitudes for SH waves are on 1=5 scale relative to P waves.
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triangles lagged by 2 sec each, and Event 2 had nine 4-sec
duration triangles lagged by 2 sec each, with each event hav-
ing slip-pulse-type rupture expanding from their hypocenter.
Figure 11 shows the resulting composite slip model, with
the first event slip and source function being highlighted
in red. Event 1 has M0 2:3 × 1020 Nm, and Event 2 has
M0 4:2 × 1021 Nm. Waveform comparisons are shown in
Ⓔ Figure S3 and the rupture animation is in movie 8 in
the electronic edition of BSSA. This model, like the long-sub-
fault slip-duration model (the solution for Vr � 2:5 km=sec
fromFig. 8 is shown in themiddle row), does allow significant
slip to be located within 100 km of the initial hypocenter,
unlike the single slip-pulse inversion (the corresponding
solution for Vr � 2:5 km=sec from Fig. 7 is shown at the
bottom). With the spatial and temporal delay between the
two events not being uniquely defined but generally being
close to the Rayleigh wave velocity, we prefer the compound
model for this event because it has a slip distribution in general
agreement with the iterative and back-projection results while
retaining intuitively appealing kinematic structure and a total
seismic moment close to long-period estimates. However,
from the rapid analysis perspective, the long-subfault slip-
duration parameterization, simply rescaled to match long-
period estimates of the seismic moment, provides an equally
good basic assessment of relative slip distribution on the fault.

2007 Peru Earthquake

The Global CMT solution (Ekström, 2009) for the 2007
Peru event has a best double couple with ϕ � 321°, δ � 28°,
λ � 63°, while Biggs et al. (2009) recalculate a CMT solu-
tion with ϕ � 324°, δ � 22°, λ � 70°. The USGS hypocen-
tral depth estimate is 39 km. Based on our modeling of P
waves, we prefer the shallower dip and settle on a fault

geometry with ϕ � 324°, δ � 22°, λ � 70°, and hypocentral
depth of 39 km for all of our modeling.

Global Seismic Network and EarthScope Transportable
Array surface wave recordings for the 2007 earthquake were
processed as previously stated, with the R1 effective source-
time functions being characterized by two dominant pulses,
which have only a few tens of seconds of azimuthal relative
variation in timing. The differential times between the pulse
peaks were measured and used in a standard unilateral direc-
tivity analysis, in which all possible rupture azimuths were
considered, with the data being plotted as functions of asso-
ciated directivity parameters and regression of the differential
times versus directivity parameter performed. Based on the
correlation coefficients for each regression, a preferred rup-
ture azimuth of 205° (oblique to the trend of the trench), was
clearly preferred, as shown in Figure 12. When the source
functions are plotted versus directivity parameter for this rup-
ture direction, they exhibit smoothly changing total durations
and shifts between the two main subevents, as shown in
Figure 13. In this case, the Gaussian averaging parameter
was 0.1, which suppresses periods shorter than ∼25 sec; the
onsets of the source functions are well enough defined that
they can be aligned quite well relative to each other (improv-
ing on the alignments from the aspherical phase velocity
model corrections).

Extrapolating trends across all the data gives estimates
of maximum duration, Tmax ∼ 160 sec, minimum duration,
Tmin ∼ 125 sec, and average duration, Tavg ∼ 143 sec. The
differential values have lower uncertainty than for the 2001
event, on the order of �10 sec, with all durations being
broadened by about 30 sec due to the filtering. For a simple
unilateral rupture model, we obtain L ∼ 70 km. For zero rise
time, we get Vr ∼ 0:6 km=sec, as a lower bound. For τ �
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Figure 10. Comparison of observed and predicted R1 effective source-time functions for the 2001 Peru event for the rupture model
shown in Figure 8 with Vr � 2:5 km=sec. The red and blue traces are synthetics distinguished by azimuth relative to the average rupture
direction of 130° (red traces are azimuths to the northeast range and blue are azimuths to the southwest). Both data and synthetics have been
convolved with a Gaussian filter with averaging width 0.05. The model matches the overall variation in duration of the R1 observations.
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Figure 11. Two-event composite rupture model for the 2001 Peru earthquake. The event was treated like a double earthquake, with
events 1 and 2 separated by 37 sec in time and with hypocenters separated by 120 km along strike. The rupture velocity was 3:11 km=sec for
the first event and 2:0 km=sec for the second. Event 1 had four 4-sec duration triangles lagged by 2 sec each, and the second event had nine
4-sec duration triangles lagged by 2 sec each. Forty-six teleseismic P and SH waves were inverted for the slip functions of each event (a: left)
with associated focal mechanisms and source-time functions (a: right), with the first event being highlighted in red. The slip models and time
functions for single rupture models with Vr � 2:5 km=sec from Figures 8 and 7 are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. Waveform fits for the
composite model are shown inⒺ Figure S3 in the electronic edition of BSSA; animation of the slip model can be viewed inⒺmovie 8a,b in
the electronic edition of BSSA.
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0:10Tavg, we get Vr ∼ 0:7 km=sec. These rupture velocity
estimates are again quite low, indicating that either the event
was a slow rupture or that the assumption of unilateral rup-
ture is incorrect. We again believe that the latter is the correct
explanation, and infer from the R1 signals that this event has

a very spatially compact source, as suggested by previous
analyses.

Our teleseismic broadband body-wave data set for this
event involves 30 P waves and 20 SH waves with good azi-
muthal distribution. The signal windows were 137-sec long
from the origin time, again bounded mainly by avoiding
large ScS arrivals from strong secondary pulses in the source
functions. We apply the four different styles of finite-source
inversions discussed for the 2001 event to the 2007 event
data set.

An iterative deconvolution for the 2007 Peru event is
shown in Figure 14, where 40 subevents having symmetric
triangular source functions (5-sec rise, 5-sec fall) on a grid of
point-sources with the fixed fault orientation listed pre-
viously were obtained from the 50 teleseismic body waves.
A causality rupture velocity bound of 3:11 km=sec was
assumed, which is in line with a rough estimation of the rup-
ture velocity for the main slip patch in the back-projection
results shown in Figure 4. The fault dimensions were kept
compact, guided by the back-projection and R1 directivity
results. The fault-normal source-time function shown in
the figure has two basic subevents separated by 60 sec in
time, with total M0 1:1 × 1021 Nm. The larger secondary
pulse is associated with a patch of subevents from 30 to
60 km to the southeast from the 39 km deep hypocenter,
and the overall rupture velocity is about 0:8–1:0 km=sec.
The waveform mismatch (residual power scaled by the signal
power) for this model is 0.22, significantly better than for the
2001 event. Waveform fits for the model in Figure 14 are
shown in Ⓔ Figure S4 in the electronic edition of BSSA.
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Figure 12. Directivity analysis based on the time between the
two main peaks in the effective Rayleigh wave (R1) source-time
functions for the 2007 Peru event (see Fig. 13) obtained by itera-
tively deconvolving point-source synthetics computed for a double
couple with strike 324°, dip 22°, rake 70°, and depth of 39 km from
the data using a positivity constraint. The peak correlation coeffi-
cient found for regressions for all possible unilateral rupture direc-
tions (inset) indicates an optimal unilateral azimuth of 205°, for
which the specific regression is shown.
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Figure 13. Effective Rayleigh wave (R1) source-time functions for the 2007 Peru event obtained by iteratively deconvolving point-
source synthetics computed for a double couple with strike 324°, dip 22°, rake 70°, and depth of 39 km from the data using a positivity
constraint. The synthetics for the PREM structure were corrected for aspherical phase velocity heterogeneity. Minor onset misalignments
were adjusted by aligning zero intercepts of tangents to the first pulse slope. The source functions are plotted as a function of the directivity
parameter, assuming a rupture azimuth of 205°, as indicated by the directivity analysis in Figure 12. For a reference phase velocity of
4:0 km=sec, the estimated Tmax ∼ 160 sec, Tmin ∼ 125 sec. The estimated Tavg ∼ 143 sec. The duration measures are all increased by
∼30 sec by the Gaussian filter.
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Similar inversion results were obtained for different subevent
source functions with triangular and trapezoidal shapes. We
basically infer only that there was a large slip patch at a dis-
tance of ∼45–60 km from the hypocenter from 60 to 80 sec
into the rupture. The back-projection result suggests that
high-frequency energy radiated from ∼50 km south-south-
east of hypocenter ∼60 sec after the rupture onset (Fig. 4),
but the time sequence of later subevents in the iterative
deconvolution is again not considered sufficiently stable to
infer further details of the later rupture.

Slip-pulse type inversions for the 2007 Peru event
were performed for rupture velocities ranging from 0.5
to 3:11 km=sec. Only very low rupture velocities (Vr <
1 km= sec) can match the compact source dimensions
indicated by the back projections, R1 source-time functions,
and iterative inversions. Results for Vr � 0:9 km=sec are
shown in Figure 15. The subfault source-time functions were
parameterized with five 5-sec duration triangles with variable
moment lagged by 2.5 sec each, for maximum subfault

durations of 12.5 sec. The overall source-time function has
the two-event characteristic in common with all inversions,
with 60 sec between their onsets and a total duration of
∼120 sec, in reasonable agreement with the R1 estimated
average duration. The lack of spatial directivity of the solu-
tion leads to slip being smeared over the rupture isochron for
the slip-pulse models; when more extended rupture surfaces
are allowed, slip tends to be nonuniformly distributed over a
full circle around the hypocenter. There is an enhancement of
slip up-dip and to the southwest, so there is a degree of spa-
tial resolution, but the overall pattern of model slip for this
event is strongly influenced by the prescribed fault dimen-
sions and rupture velocity. Ⓔ Figure S5 in the electronic
edition of BSSA shows comparisons of the observed and syn-
thetic waveforms for the Vr � 0:9 km=sec case, with more
than 86% of the waveform power accounted for by the slip-
pulse model. An animation of the rupture expansion is avail-
able (Ⓔ movie 9 in the electronic edition of BSSA). This
particular model is similar to the slip-pulse type seismic
inversions presented by Ji and Zeng (2007), Yagi (2007),
Yamanaka (2007), Pritchard and Fielding (2008), and Sladen
et al. (2010), but it differs markedly from the crack-type so-
lution of Biggs et al. (2009) and the back-projection images
in Figure 4, so the situation is basically similar to that for the
2001 event; we explore more flexible rupture parameteriza-
tion with longer subfault source functions that allow slip to
have more complex time variations at each grid point.

Figure 16 shows models sharing a rupture velocity of
3:11 km=sec, but having subfault dimensions that vary from
15 km × 15 km to 30 km × 30 km. The purpose is to assess
whether the body-wave data resolve the overall spatial finite-
ness or not. The subfault source-time functions are param-
eterized by 22 7-sec duration triangles lagged by 3.5 sec
each, for total subfault rupture durations of 80.5 sec. This
is long enough that it would be possible for the second large
source to colocate with the hypocenter, but it always locates
up-dip and along strike. The source-time functions are simi-
lar for these models, as are the average rake values for each
case. The best variance reduction is for the 20 km × 20 km
case, but the best consistency with the constraints on rupture
compactness is for the 15 km × 15 km case. This is illu-
strated in Figure 17, which superimposes a vector corre-
sponding to the unilateral directivity estimated from the R1
source-time functions on the dip-corrected slip map for
the 15 km × 15 km case. The 70 km length estimated from
R1 STF directivity is well matched by the slip model. We
note that the 20 km × 20 km solution does not do badly,
but larger fault dimensions are at odds with the R1 results.
The final slip distributions are quite smooth relative to the
slip-pulse model in Figure 15, but the seismic moments are
larger than long-period estimates by factors of 2 to 3, indi-
cating some instability in the long-period components of the
source function. The total duration of the source function is
about 120 sec. The residual variance is about 10% for these
models, somewhat improved relative to the slip-pulse-type
models.
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Figure 14. Spatial distribution of subevents for the 2007 Peru
earthquake rupture obtained by iterative deconvolution of 50 tele-
seismic P and SH waves. Forty subevents with triangle source-time
functions with 5-sec rise-time (T1), and 10-sec durations (T2) were
solved for. The focal mechanism shown was fixed for all subevents
and has strike 324°, dip 22°, and rake 70°. The lower hemisphere
projection of the station distribution is shown in the focal mecha-
nism. The hypocentral depth was 39 km. The residual variance in
the waveform misfit (var.) was 0.22 after 40 iterations. The asterisk
indicates the hypocenter and circles are scaled proportional to the
subevent seismic moments. The fault-normal far-field source-time
function for the composite sequence is indicated at the top left, and
was constrained to have a maximum duration of 120 sec. Waveform
fits for this model are shown in Ⓔ Figure S4 in the electronic edi-
tion of BSSA.
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The observed and synthetic waveforms for the 15 km ×
15 km subfault source model in Figure 17 are compared in
Figure 18a,b. Ⓔ Movie 10 in the electronic edition of BSSA
shows an animation of the time-history of the rupture expan-
sion. The waveform fit is very good. The animation again
makes it clear that there is irregularity in the slip history
despite the smooth total slip distribution, so these models
also trade off roughness of the temporal history with rough-
ness of the spatial distribution in a fashion complementary to
the slip-pulse type models.

The long-subfault slip-duration model for the 15 km ×
15 km subfault dimensions was used to predict R1 source-
time functions, and the predictions are compared with the
data in Figure 19. In this case, the shapes of the R1 source
functions are quite well reproduced, as is the overall azi-
muthal range of duration, and the fit improves slightly on
that obtained for the slip-pulse-type models. Thus, while
the overall moment (and absolute slip vectors) appear to
be overestimated by a factor of ∼2, the spatial pattern of slip
appears reasonable.

One of the key questions raised by the rupture models in
Figures 14, 15, and 16 is whether the 2007 event involves con-
tinuous rupture or triggering of a secondary event with some
delay after waves from an initial event pass by. The uncer-
tainty in the long-period baseline for the long-subfault slip-
duration models makes it unclear whether the source
radiation dropped off as in Figure 14 or not. The EarthScope
Transportable Array (TA) was favorably located along the
trench strike azimuth during the 2007 event, and a large num-
ber of clear SH waves were recorded by the TA. We aligned
and linearly stacked these ground displacement data to en-
hance the signal-to-noise ratio between the two subevents,
which are clearly manifested in the SH waveforms. Figure 20
shows the stack for TA stations at epicentral distances less
than 65° away, for which ScS from the first event is not in
the time interval between the sec arrivals from the two sub-
events. There is very little ground displacement between the
subevents, suggesting that if there was continuous rupture,
little slip occurred, the focal mechanism was different, or
the slip had very long rise-time so that intermediate period
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Figure 15. Finite-source model for the 2007 Peru earthquake from inversion of 50 teleseismic P and SH waves. A rupture velocity of
0:9 km=sec was assumed. The focal mechanism indicates the station distribution, and has ϕ � 324°, δ � 22°, and λ � 74°. The hypocentral
depth was 39 km. The rake and total slip vector at each grid position are shown by the arrows. The subfault source-time functions are
parameterized with five 2.5-sec duration triangles lagged by 2.5 sec each, for maximum subfault rupture durations of 15 sec. The residual
waveform mismatch variance (var.) is 0.14. The total rupture duration is about 130 sec. Waveform fits for the slip-pulse model are shown in
Ⓔ Figure S5 in the electronic edition of BSSA; animation of the slip model can be viewed inⒺmovie 9a,b in the electronic edition of BSSA.
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body waves were only weakly excited. A similar low SH
amplitude interval is observed for stations to the southeast.
It is reasonable to infer that there was no continuous radiation
in this interval and that the event is a compound earthquake
doublet.

We thus consider a doublet model, for which a discrete
event located near the hypocenter triggered a larger second-
ary event 60 sec later. We inverted the 50 body waves for two

events separated by 60 sec in time and with hypocenters
separated by 45 km along strike and 30 km along dip.
We specified a normal rupture velocity of 3:11 km=sec for
both events. Event 1 is parameterized to have three 6-sec
duration triangles lagged by 3 sec each, and Event 2 had
12 6-sec duration triangles lagged by 3 sec each, with a
circular slip-pulse type rupture expanding from each
hypocenter. Figure 21 shows the resulting composite slip
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Figure 16. Finite-source models for the 2007 Peru earthquake from inversion of 50 teleseismic P and SHwaves. Results for four different
subfault grid dimensions are shown, all with the same rupture velocity of 3:11 km=sec. The focal mechanism indicates the station distribu-
tion, and has ϕ � 324° and δ � 22°, which are the same for all solutions, and λ � 77° is close to the average for all four solutions. The rake
and total slip vector at each grid position are shown by the arrows. In every case, the subfault source-time functions are parameterized with 22
7-sec duration triangles lagged by 3.5 sec each, for maximum subfault rupture durations of 80.5 sec. The residual waveform mismatch
variance (var.) is shown for each case. Waveform fits for the 15 km × 15 km model are shown in Figure 18. Animations of the 15 km ×
15 km case can be viewed in Ⓔ movie 10a,b in the electronic edition of BSSA.
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model. Event 1 has M0 3:5 × 1020 Nm, and Event 2 has
M0 1:2 × 1021 Nm. Ⓔ Waveform matches are shown in
Figure S6 and the rupture animation is shown in movie 11
in the electronic edition of BSSA. This model, like the
15 km × 15 km long subfault-duration model (the solution
from Fig. 17 is shown on the lower right), has a patch of slip
near the hypocenter and a larger patch up-dip. The first event
slip model has minor up-dip slip, but this may result from the
assumed 60-sec delay not being exactly correct for the
second event so that some signal from the second event leaks
into the slip model for the first event. While the delay
between the events is ∼40 sec longer than the expected
Rayleigh wave arrival time from the first event, requiring
an unaccounted for triggering lag, we also prefer the com-
pound model for this event. It has a slip distribution in better
general agreement with the iterative and back-projection
results and a seismic moment close to long-period estimates.
The long subfault-duration model accounts for the overall
spatial pattern well, but the moment is overestimated and
the rupture history has more irregularity than the doublet
model.

Discussion and Conclusions

Ideally, finite-source rupture inversions would be per-
formed with minimal a priori assumptions or inversion con-
ditioning, allowing the data to directly resolve the best slip

distribution model. In practice, especially when only teleseis-
mic body waves are available, the limited resolution of
source finiteness provided by teleseismic waves’ narrow
range of slowness values, requires imposition of at least
some stabilizing constraints on the rupture modeling. A
priori assumption of the fault geometry is almost always
necessary, and if it is viable to constrain this independently
with aftershock locations or multichannel reflection profiles,
at least some of the trade-off between geometry and seismic
moment can be reduced. In our experience, optimizing the
geometry based on measures of variance reduction in the
inversion is difficult because changes in geometry produce
changes in precise Green’s function depths and positioning,
making model-to-model comparisons difficult for multipara-
meter finite-source models. Thus, in all of the comparisons
we present here, we hold the fault geometries constant,
recognizing that details like a curved fault plane or slightly
different dip may have some secondary effects on our solu-
tions, but that these can only be resolved independently of
the teleseismic data.

The constraints that we find most important to evaluate
and exercise care in specifying are those imposed on how the
rupture area expands and the degree of flexibility of sliding
history for each subfault. The iterative inversions provide
guidance on the intrinsic waveform directivity information,
but the nature of the pulse-stripping method leads to instabil-
ity in the precise placement of each subevent. With only a
causality constraint and prescription of uniform pulse time
functions, the method does allow the possibility of irregular
rupture front advance, repeat sliding of subfaults, reversal of
rupture front direction, and similar results, but assessing sig-
nificance of the resulting detailed rupture complexity is chal-
lenging. The back-projection method provides similar,
unfettered guidance on the rupture process based only on
coherency of directivity effects in the seismic data, but
destructive interference of signals with lapse time into the
rupture as different Green’s function depths or geometries
are encountered may lead to erroneous apparent rupture com-
plexity as well. The slip-pulse type models constrain the rup-
ture expansion strongly, leading to rough slip distributions as
the degree of freedom with which to match waveform details.
The long-subfault slip-duration models lead to smooth final
slip distributions with roughness of the rupture expansion
process accommodating the waveform details. Our experi-
ence in this study is that when back projections indicate
greater complexity than a slip-pulse type model, it is well
worthwhile to allow for the long-subfault slip-duration pos-
sibility, so as not to overly constrain where slip is located.
This also accommodates the possibility of compound events
rather than smooth rupture propagation.

For the 23 June 2001 Peru earthquake, our modeling
favors the notion of triggering of an Mw 8.4 event by the
Rayleigh waves from anMw 7.5 event (Fig. 22). Distinguish-
ing between continuous rupture versus discrete event trigger-
ing by the Rayleigh waves is not possible, but the triggering
scenario, in which the larger secondary event is naturally
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Figure 18. (a, b) Observed (upper bold lines in each pair) and synthetic (lower thin lines in each pair) teleseismic P and SHwaves for the
2007 Peru event for the preferred model with a rupture velocity of 3:11 km=sec and subfault source durations of 80.5 sec (Fig. 17). The
azimuth of each broadband displacement trace (filtered in the passband 0.005–0.9 Hz) is indicated below the station code. Amplitudes for SH
waves are on 1=5 scale relative to P waves.
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expected to spread radially outward on the fault, provides a
natural explanation for how late rupture occurs between the
two hypocenters. This is precluded by the slip-pulse type
models, and while the long-subfault slip-duration models
allow it, they end up with much more complex overall rup-
ture histories because there is no kinematic constraint on the
late rupture prior to the healing front sweeping through. By
directly comparing back projections of the P waves used in
the finite-source inversions with back projection of the syn-
thetics for each basic model type, we can ascertain the con-
sistency of the finite-source models. Side-by-side animations

for the 2001 event are provided in Ⓔ movie 12 in the elec-
tronic edition of BSSA. The animations clearly demonstrate
the failure of the slip-pulse model to match the late slip on the
fault near the hypocenter, which is well accounted for by the
long slip duration and triggered doublet scenarios. The trig-
gered doublet and long slip duration models are also both
more consistent with the GPS and InSAR based models than
the slip-pulse models (compare Fig. 2a and Fig. 22). It does
appear that the larger event in the doublet has a lower overall
rupture velocity than the triggering event, which may reflect
the fact that most of the slip occurs at shallower depth on the
fault plane, extending up into the sedimentary wedge.
Dynamic triggering of remote seismicity by propagating
surface waves has been well-documented for the 1992 Land-
ers and 2002 Denali earthquakes (e.g., Hill et al., 1993;
Gomberg et al., 2004), along with other events (e.g., Velasco
et al., 2008), but demonstration that great megathrust earth-
quakes may be the result of a dynamically triggered cascade
has not been possible in general and will continue to prove
challenging.

Triggering of a large secondary event is also our preferred
explanation for the 15August 2007 Peru earthquake (Fig. 22),
but in this case the delay of the triggered rupture relative to the
passage of the initial event rupture front and seismic waves
makes the case more compelling. The alternative is a very
slow rupture velocity, comparable to that of very shallow tsu-
nami earthquakes; there is no independent evidence favoring
slow rupture for this event (Sladen et al., 2010). The com-
pound nature of the event, with anMw ∼ 7:8 event triggering
anMw ∼ 8:0 event ∼60 sec later and ∼55 km away, results in
very compact overall source dimensions for the composite
event, despite there being little overlap in their slip zones.
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Figure 20. Linear stack of aligned SH waves recorded by the
EarthScope Transportable Array for the 2007 Peru earthquake. The
data were deconvolved by the instrument responses to restitute
ground displacement, and then aligned on the first arrival. Only
waveforms at distances less than 65° were included in the stack
to avoid contamination by ScS reflections. The two-pulse nature
of the ground motions is clearly evident, with there being negligible
arrival of SH-energy in the intervening 40 sec. The stations are
located at azimuths along the trench strike, and hence are in a stable
portion of the SH wave radiation pattern.
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The cause of the 60-sec delay is unclear, and various nuclea-
tion processes have been considered (Sladen et al., 2010).
Side-by-side animations of back projections of the P-wave
data used in the finite-source inversions and corresponding
synthetics for eachmodel type for the 2007 event are provided
in Ⓔ movie 13 in the electronic edition of BSSA. All of the
major features of the data are matched by each model type
in this case, mainly as a result of the very compact source
dimensions. Overall, the back projection and iterative decon-
volution results certainly motivate the consideration of long-
subfault slip-duration or compound event models and the
likely inadequacy of slip-pulse type models even with low
rupture velocity. This is reinforced by the improved agreement
of the seismic models with GPS and InSAR inversions, with
slip occurring both northwest and southwest (up-dip) of the
Paracas peninsula (compare Fig. 2c and Fig. 22). The concen-
tration of slip up-dip to the southwest still provides good
explanation for the strong tsunami run-ups observed south

of the peninsula, as was the case for the slip-pulse model
of Ji and Zeng (2007).

While this article indicates that at least some great earth-
quakes rupture in a fashion that cannot be adequately mod-
eled by routine slip-pulse inversion methods that are being
widely used, the final results obtained with long-subfault
slip-duration or compound earthquake representations do
eliminate most of the discrepancies noted relative to geodetic
inversions. Thus, there is no clear need to invoke a seismic
blind spot for significant coseismic slip components for these
great Peru earthquakes, as has ultimately proved to be true
even for the great 2004 Sumatra events (e.g., Chlieh et al.,
2007). There is also no evidence for anomalously slow rup-
ture velocities for these events. It is viable to produce rapid,
reliable slip models using early-arriving teleseismic body
waves with a combination of back projection, iterative
deconvolution, slip-pulse, and/or long-subfault slip-duration
models that can reliably guide effective earthquake response,
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tsunami-generation assessment, and joint studies with geode-
tic data.

Data and Resources

All seismic data used in this article were freely and
openly available from the IRIS data center. The software used
for inverting the signals for finite-source models was freely
and openly available from M. Kikuchi and H. Kanamori
(www.eri.u‑tokyo.ac.jp/ETAL/KIKUCHI/).
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